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Abstract— In this paper, we have proposed a framework to
handle the Semantic question answering (SDA) over the Linked
Open Data (LOD), where data in the form of the RDF data cube.
As statistical data published all over the internet there is a need
to empowers the non-expert to query in the form of the natural
language. Our proposed framework will provide a support to
interact in the form of the question answering and produce a
SPARQL query to extract the answer from the RDF data cube.

III. OUR APPROACH
We propose a framework by combining different
approaches to Semantic Question Answering (SQA) over
RDF data cute, where natural language questions convert in to
a SPARQL query and work on the statistical data. To design
we take into the account of the existing SAQ architecture over
the linked data.

I. INTRODUCTION
An increasing amount of the statistical data is published
on the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud. Getting insights from
the data in more intuitive ways are becoming important.
Systems for the Semantic Questions Answering (SQA) plays a
vital role to connect with linked open data and provides an
intuitive interface by translating natural languages queries into
SPARQL syntax. Statistical data need more advance querying
methods to empowers non-experts users to draw their own
conclusions. Semantic question questioning is extremely
important in the Healthcare and Life Sciences (HCLS) and
biomedical. We have motivated the need of the semantic
question answering, however there are many challenges. First,
lack of the processing the RDF by the current question
answering system and second is the lack of the query template
that extract the information from the Linked Open data.
II. PROBLEM
In summary, from the prior work we can represent the
medical statistical data as a RDF data cube. However, how to
execute the SPARQL queries over the data cubes is still the
challenging issue. We have not seen any work looking at
putting all aspect of RDF Cubes together. As argued in the
introduction we cannot use existing Question Answering
(QA). Since, they do not provide the query template to match
the RDF cube.
There are some solution strategies; one is Template Based
Question Answering [1] and another is the extracting RDF
from the text. However, both these approaches partially
support the SPARQL query process on the statistical data. The
current solutions are not feasible. But, we have adopted the
template based question answering approach and we have
extended to support the natural question answering support.

Figure 1. Our proposed framework

Figure 1. showing the overview of our proposed approach.
The framework consists of the three main states interpretation,
Matching and execution. User posted a natural language
question over the Linked Open Data that is stored in the triple
store, the framework will generate the SPARQL query and
gives the answer.
The major research finding is that, more and more medical
data is published on the web, the main question is how the user
will access the resources is becoming crucial importance.
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